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I. INTRODUCTION

The term “uniform law” refers to all international legal instruments designed to apply identically in different States. Among these various instruments, international private law conventions create rules uniformly applicable in the contracting States in order to avoid the disparate treatment caused by domestic legislation applied through a conflicts-of-laws mechanism. One of the advantages of such a system is that by increasing legal certainty, it encourages the development of international trade.

Adopting a set of uniform rules proves ineffective, however, if the courts hearing cases in the different countries that are party to these conventions do not apply these rules uniformly. And yet, we can all cite several examples of divergent applications of international conventions. The field of transport is not immune to these discrepancies and there are many examples of divergent interpretations of international transport conventions, some of which are likely to undermine the convention’s goal of uniformity.

The benefits of uniform interpretation are the same as those of uniform law: applying the same rule all over the world when more than one legal system is involved leads to such legal certainty that the benefits do not even seem to be discussed anymore. As regards the purpose of international private law conventions (that is, to apply the same rule in different countries), divergent interpretations or applications of a convention can

---

1 This chapter was presented during the INTRANSLAW Conference, Zagreb 2017, under the following title: “Can Interpretative Committees be created to Improve Uniform Interpretation of international transport conventions?” <http://intranslaw.hdtp.eu/> accessed 4 March 2019.
2 Pr. Cécile Legros, Ph. D., Normandie Univ, UNIROUEN, CUREJ, 76000 Rouen, France.
be regarded as deviations from that convention’s main purpose, and even an infringement of it. While some differences may be minor and thus acceptable, others may be contrary to the convention’s objective.

The main causes of divergent interpretations will briefly be discussed below. But the specific purpose of this chapter is to explore remedies that could help make interpretation more uniform. After discussing traditional remedies, I will pay special attention to the possible development of interpretation bodies. First, however, I will illustrate the issue at hand with a few examples of divergent interpretations.

One of the most well-known sources of such interpretations in the field of international carriage of goods by road is provided by Article 29(1) of the Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR), which specifies that:

The carrier shall not be entitled to avail himself of the provisions of this chapter which exclude or limit his liability or which shift the burden of proof if the damage was caused by his wilful misconduct or by such default on his part as, in accordance with the law of the court or tribunal seized of the case, is considered as equivalent to wilful misconduct. (Emphasis added)

Whether such article leads to diverging interpretations or not is a controversial issue. As the provision itself turns to national law, the national courts should not be considered as infringing the convention when they apply such national law. However, the italicized terms have been subject to several different interpretations. Some of them deny that the objective of the authors of the convention was to refer to domestic law to qualify wilful misconduct.

The provision sets out a conventional limitation of the carrier’s liability, provided the damage was not caused by its wilful misconduct, or the equivalent according to the law of the seized court. Most domestic courts interpreted this wording as a requirement to refer to the domestic law to appreciate the gravity of the fault committed by the carrier. It thus led to totally inconsistent results in different State Parties to the convention. The same act might therefore be characterized as *faute inexcusable* equivalent to *dolus* in France, but not be considered wilful misconduct by English courts. This is not

---

10 For instance: the fact of parking in an unsecured parking lot, leading to theft of the transported goods.
11 Before the Act of 8 December 2009, considering that the only fault “equivalent to dolus” is now the *faute inexcusable* (art L 133–8 Commercial Code).
merely a minor discrepancy in the application of the convention since, in the first case, the carrier will have to compensate the damage fully, but will benefit from the conventional limit on compensation in the second.

Such doubts about how to interpret the concept of “wilful misconduct” also arise with respect to maritime and air-transport law.

Many examples of divergent interpretations in maritime case law involve the Hague-Visby Rules.\textsuperscript{13} The English courts and arbitration tribunals under English organizations are known for their pro-carrier interpretation, as compared to the more balanced interpretation in other countries.\textsuperscript{14} Other sources of frequent interpretational differences are the special bill of lading provisions, such as “said to be” and FIO/FIOS clauses,\textsuperscript{15} as well as the applicability of the Hague-Visby Rules to on-deck carriage,\textsuperscript{16} and the applicability of the nautical fault exemption.\textsuperscript{17}

One of the many examples in the area of air transport relates to Article 18 of the Warsaw convention,\textsuperscript{18} the scope of which is rather unclear because interpretations differ as to the moment when the goods are “in the charge of the carrier”.\textsuperscript{19}

1. The carrier is liable for damage sustained in the event of the destruction or loss of, or of damage to, any registered luggage or any goods, if the occurrence which caused the damage so sustained took place during the carriage by air.

2. The carriage by air within the meaning of the preceding paragraph comprises the period during which the luggage or goods are in charge of the carrier, whether in an aerodrome or on board an aircraft, or, in the case of a landing outside an aerodrome, in any place whatsoever.

3. The period of the carriage by air does not extend to any carriage by land, by sea or by river performed outside an aerodrome. If, however, such a carriage takes place in the performance of a contract for carriage by air, for the purpose of loading, delivery or transshipment, any damage is presumed, subject to proof to the contrary, to have been the result of an event which took place during the carriage by air.


\textsuperscript{17} Mads Schjølberg, ‘Interpreting Uniform Law, the Norwegian Perspective’ (Master Thesis, University of Oslo, unpublished 2016) 42 <https://www.duo.uio.no/handle/10852/51496> accessed 3 January 2018.

\textsuperscript{18} Convention for the Unification of certain rules relating to international carriage by air (adopted 12 October 1929, entered into force 13 February 1933).

Unfortunately such examples abound. To explore possible remedies, it is first necessary to review the main causes of such discrepancies.

II. CAUSES OF DIVERGENT INTERPRETATIONS

Several explanations can be identified. The different methods for making international conventions enforceable in State Parties may explain the phenomenon, but the main issue is the lack of an international court.

A. Monist and Dualist Legal Systems

Some interpretation discrepancies may result from the different ways international conventions are rendered enforceable in the monist and dualist legal systems. Uniform multilateral conventions become enforceable in State Parties either by enactment as a domestic law, or by ratification of the convention. But even in countries where conventions are self-executing, uniform laws sometimes constitute “model laws” that must also be enacted as domestic law.

Unlike the dualist system, the monist legal system does not require international conventions to be incorporated into national law by means of an additional act of parliament, such as a new law. The international convention can be directly invoked and applied before domestic courts. France belongs to this system, as do many civil law countries. This is also the case for the United States.

In dualist countries however, international conventions are implemented via the adoption of a domestic law that incorporates the convention. Sometimes the content of the domestic law differs from the content of the convention. In addition, such a system is more likely to encourage domestic interpretations of the text rather than international uniform interpretation, as the court may not recall the international origin of the law: the text applied by the court is in fact domestic legislation and it is therefore understandable that judges are likely to construe it according to national concepts and case law. The same phenomenon can be observed even in monist countries when an
international instrument is codified, even when such codification does not modify the convention’s content in any way.

In this context, it seems unfortunate that all the efforts necessary to successfully negotiate an international instrument can be undermined by divergent applications by domestic courts.

Regardless of the system, domestic courts are able to interpret international conventions as if they were interpreting domestic law because there is no unique international court competent to rule on these international instruments, and therefore no uniform, international interpretations to follow. This fosters discrepancies because all decisions related to such instruments are rendered by national courts, which have different legal cultures.

B. Lack of an International Court

Arguably, the main reason for diverging interpretations of international treaties is the lack of an international tribunal empowered to render binding decisions. This is not entirely true, as the universal jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) should mean this court can solve these problems. As I will show, however, even if in theory the ICJ could uniformly interpret international conventions, in practice this remedy does not appear to be efficient.

As a global court the ICJ has two types of jurisdiction. Firstly, as a court it resolves legal disputes submitted to it by States, in accordance with international law. Secondly, as an advisory body, it gives advisory opinions on legal questions at the request of the organs of the United Nations (UN) or specialized agencies authorized to make such requests. Only States have standing to appear before the Court with respect to a dispute. Public (governmental) international organizations cannot as such be parties to a case. However, the advisory procedure is available to such organizations. Such procedure is laid down in Article 96.1 of the Charter of the United Nations: “The General Assembly or the Security Council may request the International Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal question.” Article 96.2 then provides that “other organs of the United Nations and specialized agencies, which may at any
time be so authorized by the General Assembly, may also request advisory opinions of the Court on legal questions arising within the scope of their activities”.

In practice, there is no example of a State Party to the UN Charter submitting a dispute related to an international trade convention, such as a transportation convention, to the ICJ. Even though the CMR specifically provides for interpretation by that court (Article 47), it has never been invoked before the ICJ, and doing so seems rather inefficient.28

On the contrary, several specialized agencies operating in the field of transport have used the advisory procedure. The International Maritime Organization (IMO) asked the ICJ for an advisory opinion in a case regarding the establishment of the Maritime Safety Committee of the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization, which led to an ICJ opinion issued in 1960.29 The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is also one of the organizations entitled to ask the Court for advisory opinions, but it has not made use of this possibility.

The case concerning the International Maritime Organization30 concerned an issue related to the composition of the Maritime Safety Committee. The former organization (IMCO) comprised, among other organs, an Assembly and a Maritime Safety Committee. This committee was composed of 14 of the organization’s members. These members, which were elected by the Assembly, had to have an important interest in maritime safety, and at least eight of them had to “be the largest ship-owning nations”.31 The committee was elected in 1959 and neither Liberia nor Panama was elected, although those two States were among the eight members of the organization that possessed the largest registered tonnage. Subsequently, the Assembly decided to petition the ICJ to ask it whether the Maritime Safety Committee had been constituted in accordance with the rules of the Convention establishing the IMCO organization. In its Advisory Opinion of 8 June 1960, the Court replied to this question in the negative.

Given the general wording of the UN Charter, it seems possible to refer issues to the Court that relate to the interpretation of uniform-law conventions. Such opinions would obviously be very useful: even though the Court’s advisory opinions have no binding effect, they nevertheless carry great legal weight and moral authority, and as such could help improve international uniform law.

As both these transport organizations (IMO and ICAO) are entitled to ask the ICJ for advisory opinions, one might wonder why this procedure has not been used more often. In my opinion, the reason is the overall timing and cumbersomeness of the referral process. Because only certain international organizations (not private trade operators/stakeholders) can petition the Court, issues first must be discussed before the competent organs of such organizations, and only when consensus has been achieved within the organization can the issues be referred to the ICJ, which will probably take

---


30 At the time of the case the organization was the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO); it has now been replaced by the International Maritime Organization (IMO).

31 Art 28 (a) of the Convention for the establishment of the IMCO.
a few years to issue an opinion. Without denying the great benefit of such authoritative opinions, I believe that this procedure, which is mainly designed for diplomatic purposes, is not relevant for legal issues related to international trade. As non-binding opinions can be rendered by international organizations, the international transport organizations could simply skip the ICJ step and issue their own opinions.32

The lack of international uniform interpretation methods is another explanation for the failure to achieve uniform interpretation.

C. Lack of Uniform Interpretation Methods

On the international level, Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties theoretically provides a uniform method of interpretation.33 Though this treaty applies in more than half the world’s countries,34 it does not seem to be used very widely by domestic courts, where national legal culture predominates. Broadly speaking, common law judges tend to seek authoritative guidance from prior judicial or arbitral decisions, whereas civil law judges are inclined to rely far more on academic commentaries and travaux préparatoires.35

According to Claude Witz’s work on the first judicial applications of the International Convention on Sales of Goods (CISG – 1980),36 it appears that European legal tradition tends to value academic commentaries as a source of law. But Witz also strongly believes it is useful to disseminate case law to instruct judges and arbitrators. He suggests that uniformity could be improved through a “hybrid methodology” of encouraging civil law judges to increase their reliance on precedents as a source of binding authority, while judges in common law jurisdictions should more frequently seek elucidation of relevant legal principles in scholarly writings.

An example of the use of such a “hybrid methodology” is the remarkable opinion of Lord Wilberforce in the Buchanan case.37 This case concerned the interpretation of Article 23(4) of the CMR convention, which is written in both English and French,
with each text being equally authentic. After noting that different principles of interpretation could be applied, Lord Wilberforce strongly advocated for an international approach to interpreting such conventions:

The English text alone appears in the schedule to the 1965 Act, and is by that Act (s. 1) given the force of law. Moreover the contract of carriage seems to have incorporated contractually this English text. It might therefore be arguable (though this was not in fact argued) by distinction from a case where the authentic text is (e.g.) French and the enacted text an English translation that only the English text ought to be looked at. In my opinion this would be too narrow a view to take, given the expressed objective of the Convention to produce uniformity in all contracting states. I think that the correct approach is to interpret the English text which after all is likely to be used by many others than British business men, in a normal manner, appropriate for the interpretation of an international convention, unconstrained by technical rules of English law, or by English legal precedent but on broad principles of general acceptation. Moreover, it is perfectly legitimate in my opinion to look for assistance, if assistance is needed, to the French text. This is often put in the form that resort may be had to the foreign text if (and only if) the English text is ambiguous, but I think this states the rule too technically. As Lord Diplock recently said in this House the inherent flexibility of the English (and, one may add, any) language may make it necessary for the interpreter to have recourse to a variety of aids. There is no need to impose a preliminary test of ambiguity.

Despite such a brilliant plea, domestic courts still tend to resort to national interpretation methods. Their lack of international reflexes could be mitigated by the inclusion of dedicated provisions in every international convention. Unfortunately most conventions, even the more recent ones, do not include such provisions. However, Article 2 – Interpretation of this Convention – of the Rotterdam Rules provides that “[i]n the interpretation of this Convention, regard is to be had to its international character and to the need to promote uniformity in its application and the observance of good faith in international trade”. Even if such a provision does not provide sufficient guidance to the courts that will eventually apply the convention, it is to be welcomed and should be inserted into every uniform convention. Until that happens, interpretation of these instruments remains within the jurisdiction of domestic courts, which are likely to interpret them according to domestic rules.

38 Stag Line Ltd v Foscolo Mango and Co Ltd [1931] 41 LJ L Rep 165; [1932] AC 328.
40 Buchanan (n 36).
41 See Parts II and III of this chapter.
44 For a few examples, see Witz (n 35), 54.
Apart from encouraging local courts to use the Vienna Convention as a common international reference, the acknowledgment of international case law is also necessary to enable the emergence of a uniform body of case law.

D. Failure to Disseminate Foreign Case Law

One of the reasons domestic courts rarely refer to foreign decisions is undoubtedly the non-binding nature of such sources, but they are also unaware of them. And even if foreign case law is not binding, it can become an inspiration. To achieve such a goal, these decisions have to be ranked and disseminated, but there is no official website, and specialized reliable databases are rare.

Even when a convention encourages such a compilation, the resolutions are not always followed by action. The final resolution of the Hague diplomatic conference in 1964 for the adoption of the Uniform Law on International Sales (ULIS) and the Uniform Law on the Formation of Contracts (ULFC) can be mentioned as an example: “Each Contracting State shall use its best endeavours to assist the International Institute for the Unification of private law in compiling each year a list of the judicial and arbitral decisions of major importance relating to the interpretation and application of the Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods …”. Of course this example is not really relevant, as both laws have been superseded by the CISG. But it shows that even when the authors of a convention provide for specific recommendations on the need to collect major case law, these recommendations go unheeded.

Even the works on the CISG, which developed the most efficient system for disseminating case law, highlight shortcomings. The study of case law shows the failure to develop general principles through autonomous interpretation. According to JE Murray, “These failures may be due to a lack of familiarity with the Convention, but

45 A rare example of the Norwegian Supreme Court relying on foreign case law in interpreting a uniform law provision may be found in Sunny Lady (ND 1975.85), a case regarding the nautical fault exemption. The cargo side argued, inter alia, that the nautical fault exemption was of no avail to the ship owner due to initial unseaworthiness. The Norwegian Supreme Court rejected the argument of initial unseaworthiness. When setting out the general standard of seaworthiness in its assessment of the cargo side’s argument, the court referred to the judgment of the US Supreme Court in Racer (Mitchell v Trawler Racer, 362 US 539), which stated that the “standard is not perfection, but reasonable fitness”. Whilst a clear example of a court using foreign case law to interpret domestic provisions enacting uniform laws, the reference is brief and never expressed as an interpretive approach driven by deference to international uniformity.

46 The only successful experiment is the UNCITRAL CLOUT <www.unictral.org/clout/> accessed 4 March 2019.


48 And the UNILAW database has never been a success.
they may also be due to an unconscious adherence to the domestic traditions of these courts."

In the field of transport conventions, the experience of the French International Transport Law Institute (IDIT) must also be mentioned. This Institute runs the CMR UNIDROIT-IDIT database, which was developed by the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) and transferred to the IDIT in 2012. This freely accessible database contains about 3000 French and foreign decisions related to the CMR. But it must be recognized that the base is not yet sufficiently well known, and therefore not sufficiently consulted, to be considered an effective instrument for improving uniform application of the CMR.

To encourage domestic courts to take foreign case law into account, formal consultation procedures should be developed by national judicial organs. In most countries, when courts (especially lower courts) are seized with a case involving an international convention, there is no procedure to guide them. In France, the documentation department of the Cour de cassation can provide material on foreign case law for the judges. But there is no real formalized, efficient system. The London convention (European Convention of 7 June 1968 on Information on Foreign Law) was drafted specifically for this purpose but has never worked well.

To overcome these issues, remedies must be found. At present, traditional remedies prove rather ineffective. That is why the creation of interpretation bodies will be further explored.

III. TRADITIONAL REMEDIES TO IMPROVE UNIFORM INTERPRETATION

Several ordinary and more innovative remedies have already been proposed, the main one being to create an international interpretative court. This would certainly be the best remedy, but it somehow seems quite utopic at present. Works on terminology have also proven to be effective to some degree in reducing interpretation discrepancies. Developing international interpretation guidance could also help to avoid domestic approaches.

A. International Interpretative Court

Among the traditional remedies, the need to create an international court competent to hear disputes arising from international commercial conventions is frequently invoked.

---


Of course the ICJ could, and even should, be this court. But it must be noted that it does not function in a way that can provide the efficiency required by international trade. And even if some academics and lawyers advocate resort to the advisory mechanism of the ICJ, I do not think this mechanism could provide an adequate solution as far as international trade law is concerned.

Some regional courts, such as the European Union Court of Justice (ECJ), could provide a solution. As the European Union (EU) is now an autonomous party to these conventions, or as some of them have been integrated into EU regulations, the ECJ is entitled to interpret some international instruments, especially when the convention has been enacted in EU law through a regulation. In such cases, an ambiguous term of the regulation may be interpreted by the ECJ. As such term is likely to be the same in the “parent” convention, such interpretation could be reused by domestic courts when interpreting the convention. One of the most relevant cases decided by the European Court of Justice is the *Walz* case. This case concerned the interpretation of Council Regulation (EC) No 2027/97 of 9 October 1997 on air carrier liability in respect of the carriage of passengers and their baggage by air, which specifically refers to the Montreal convention.

Article 1 of the 1997 Regulation, as amended by Regulation (EC) No 889/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 May 2002, provides: “This Regulation implements the relevant provisions of the Montreal Convention in respect of the carriage of passengers and their baggage by air and lays down certain supplementary provisions …” The preliminary ruling concerned the interpretation of Article 22, paragraph 2 of the Montreal convention on the notion of prejudice and damage, neither of which were defined in the convention. Conscious that it was interpreting an international instrument, the ECJ took many precautions and stressed the need to interpret such notions according to international law. That decision was therefore likely to be taken into consideration by State Parties to the Montreal convention outside the European Union.

However, while such decisions may have more persuasive value than those issued by domestic courts, they are not binding on courts outside the EU. In addition, the ECJ is

53 See above pp. 6–7.
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not entitled to interpret international conventions that are not part of EU law, even when most of a convention’s State Parties are EU members.60

Thus, resorting to regional courts brings only partial solutions.

There is at least one genuine mechanism in the field of transport law:61 the procedure set up by the Intergovernmental Organization for International Carriage by Rail (OTIF) to interpret the Convention concerning International Carriage by Rail (COTIF) of 1999. OTIF is dedicated to international rail transport, and more specifically to developing unified railway law to connect Europe, Asia and Africa. This organization has created a special body to interpret the Convention, which is likely to enhance uniform interpretation.

The organization relies on the COTIF, which comprises two parts: the Convention itself, which governs the running of the Organization, as well as its objectives, attributions, relations with the Member States and its activities in general; and the seven Appendices establishing uniform railway law.62

The statutory part of the Convention refers several times to interpretation issues. First, Article 8(1) insists on the need to take into account the Convention’s character of international law and the necessity to promote uniformity when interpreting and applying the Convention. Second, Article 21, which defines the functions of the Secretary General, states in paragraph 3(j) that such officer may “endeavour, at the request of one of the parties concerned, by using his [sic] good offices, to settle disputes between them arising from the interpretation or application of the Convention”. Such provision can be interpreted as giving the Secretary General authority to conduct voluntary mediation before a dispute leads to litigation.

But the most interesting provisions can be found under Title V, dedicated to arbitration. Article 28(1) gives competence for all disputes between Member States arising from the interpretation or application of the Convention to a special internal

60 C-533/08, TNT Express Nederland BV v AXA Versicherung AG [2010] OJ C79/7: in this case the ECJ refuses to interpret the CMR, being an international and not a European instrument.

61 The Chamber of Appeal of the Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine which provides for an optional uniform court of appeal in inland water cases may also be mentioned: see <https://www.ccr-zkr.org/12050200-en.html#03> accessed 5 July 2018.

62 Appendix A – CIV UR: Uniform Rules concerning the Contract of International Carriage of Passengers by Rail
Appenidix B – CIM UR: Uniform Rules concerning the Contract of International Carriage of Goods by Rail
Appendix C – RID: Regulation concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Rail
Appendix D – CUV UR: Uniform Rules concerning Contracts of Use of Vehicles in International Rail Traffic
Appendix E – CUI UR: Uniform Rules concerning the Contracts of Use of Infrastructure in International Rail Traffic
Appendix F – APTU UR: Uniform Rules concerning the Validation of Technical Standards and Adoption of Uniform Technical Prescriptions applicable to Railway Material intended to be used in International Traffic
Appendix G – ATMF UR: Uniform Rules concerning the Technical Admission of Railway Material used in International Traffic.
Arbitration Tribunal described in Articles 29 to 32. Paragraph 2 of Article 28 also provides that: “Other disputes arising from the interpretation or application of the Convention and of other conventions elaborated by the Organisation, if not settled amicably or brought before the ordinary courts or tribunals may, by agreement between the parties concerned, be referred to an Arbitration Tribunal.”

Following these rules, we can deduce that the mission of interpreting the COTIF and its appendices is entrusted to a special arbitration tribunal that must be seized when the dispute arises between State Parties to the OTIF, and which optionally may be seized when the dispute arises between parties to a contract for railway carriage. In theory, resorting to a specialized body is appropriate for improving uniform interpretation. Regrettably, the system does not contain a preliminary ruling procedure that would enable the courts of the State Parties to petition the organization directly, though I must admit that an arbitration tribunal may not be appropriate for this purpose (whereas a permanent body would be).

Moreover, as this body is not a permanent court but an arbitration tribunal the composition of which may change from one case to another, there is no guarantee of uniform interpretation. In fact, no one has as yet asked for such an arbitration tribunal to be constituted. The following explanation can be found on the OTIF website:

The reliability and clarity of the general rules prescribed in COTIF have so far meant that no arbitration has been necessary. To date, there has not been any dispute between Member States or any need to interpret COTIF that has required the arbitration procedure to be used. Using the uniform law of COTIF, the national courts have been able to find satisfactory solutions.63

Such statement appears to be rather optimistic, as it is doubtful that no interpretation discrepancies have been created by the decisions rendered by national courts. Inadequate knowledge of this system is a more credible explanation. And perhaps also, for those who may be aware of this mechanism, the cumbersomeness of the system.

In the end, this internal mechanism suffers from the same disadvantages as the ICJ system, as the procedure does not seem to be easily accessible to private operators.

Another way to fight interpretation discrepancies is to use terminology that is free from culture-bound connotations when drafting international conventions.

B. Terminology

To reduce differences related to legal culture, several studies and tests have been carried out on the terminology used to draft these conventions. Neutral terms64 and definitions contribute to uniform interpretation.65 In that regard, the work conducted for the

---

drafting of the UNIDROIT Principles was distinctive, as a working group on common terminology was in fact set up.66

But these methods cannot get rid of every interpretation issue. That is why there should be more interpretation guidance at the judges’ disposal.

C. Interpretation Guidance

Being a matter of interpretation, the guidance given judges should be improved, both regarding the method of interpretation and the bodies competent to interpret.67

To improve interpretation guidance on an international level, the use of the Vienna Convention on Treaties should be promoted. Moreover, every new international convention should contain specific provisions on interpretation, such as Article 7 of the CISG.68 But we are all aware that this is just wishful thinking. Even one of the most recent conventions related to maritime carriage contracts, the Rotterdam Rules, does not contain any similar provision except Article 2, which refers to the need for international interpretation of the instrument.69

Another line of research concerns the creation (or the activation) of dedicated interpretation bodies for each convention. In this field it is necessary to distinguish between conventions that are linked to a “parent” international organization and others that are not, as legal grounds may or may not exist. A so-called “parent organization” is the international organization that initiates the procedure for drafting and adopting a specific convention.

There are two types of “parent” organizations. First, the organizations of general competence, which are entitled to launch a convention procedure on a wide range of topics included in their purpose. The Hague Conference, UNIDROIT, or the United Nations, which have universal competence, belong to this category. Second, organizations created for a special purpose, with a narrower field of competence. Such specialized organizations exist in the field of transport: the ICAO70 for air transport, the IMO and CMI71 for maritime transport, and the OTIF for railway transport.72


69 See above p. 9.

70 See below p. 18.

71 See below p. 19.

The purpose of this chapter is to focus on these special interpretation bodies, looking for legal grounds to create such bodies in the parent conventions, or for other remedies when such grounds do not exist.

IV. CREATION OF INTERPRETATION BODIES AS A SOLUTION TO INTERPRETATION DISCREPANCIES

The main explanation for discrepancies in the interpretation of international conventions is that there is no common authoritative body competent to deliver a unique interpretation applicable by all the courts of the conventions’ State Parties.

In the literature dedicated to uniform law, the idea of creating interpretative bodies is frequently addressed. To cite just one example, in 1987 Professor Joachim Bonell proposed creating an Editorial Board for the CISG composed of representatives of States which have actually ratified the convention and whose purpose would be to gather judicial decisions and bibliographic material relating to the convention from its own country. The board would proceed to comparative analysis of the material collected and would report annually to the Board evidencing the gaps in the convention's provisions source of diverging interpretations.

(Emphasis added)

Whether the Board should be entrusted or not with the task of rendering non-binding interpretations of the convention remained unanswered. It was also suggested to extend this proposal to other international organizations for the conventions elaborated under their auspices. This proposal was based upon the model of the Permanent Editorial Board established by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws for the American Uniform Commercial Code. It must be noted, however, that such a board was never created, but this proposal may have led to the creation of the CISG Advisory Council presented below.

Professor Bonell’s suggestion may have failed because of the lack of a legal basis in the CISG itself or in the statute of UNCITRAL, its parent international organization.

Generally, international conventions are drafted under the auspices of one or several international organizations. This is the case for most transport conventions. But it does not mean that an institutional link with these organizations remains after the convention is adopted. For example, the CMR was discussed on the initiative of UNIDROIT, the International Road Union and the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), but none of these organizations can now be considered “parents” of that convention.

---

73 Failing a dedicated body provided in the convention itself. See above p. 15.
75 On this Council, see below p. 21.
Other conventions have been adopted simultaneously with the creation of an international organization or at the initiative of such organization according to its statute. In such cases an institutional instrument governing the organization exists. And sometimes these institutional instruments (often called “Statute” or “Constitution”) include provisions related to interpretation.

That is why it seems necessary to distinguish between international transport conventions that are elaborated by a parent international organization from those that are not. When a parent organization exists, the statutes of the international organizations may contain hidden provisions likely to provide grounds for interpretative committees. But when a transport convention cannot be formally linked with an international organization, the grounds for creating an interpretative committee is even less formal.

A. Hidden Statutory Interpretative Committees

Actually, no specific provisions related to interpretation bodies can be found in the statutes of international transport organizations, or in those of more general organizations. However, some statutory provisions could be used as grounds for the creation of an interpretation committee.

Among the different international organizations studied in this chapter, the system of the Hague Conference is worth developing, as the interpretative process could serve as a model for other organizations. Such a system could be transferred to the field of air and maritime transport.

1. The Hague interpretation mechanism

The Hague Conference on Private International Law is an international organization for cross-border cooperation in civil and commercial matters. The statutory mission of the Conference is to work for the progressive unification of private international law rules through the adoption of international conventions.

The Hague Conference statute provides for special commissions on the practical operation of certain Hague conventions. Such commissions are held periodically. Prior to these meetings, the Permanent Bureau of the Conference sends questionnaires to the Member States and to international organizations concerned by the topic. The material issued from these questionnaires will determine the strategic issues to be considered by the commission. These commissions are composed of experts: States’ representatives and international organizations’ representatives. Generally these experts

---

76 Except the COTIF, see above p. 13.
77 On this subject, see Olivier Deshayes, L’amélioration de l’application et de l’interprétation uniformes des conventions internationales relatives au contrat de transport; l’exemple de la faute caractérisée (PhD Thesis, Rouen Normandie University June 2018) 377 (unpublished manuscript, on file with author).
79 Art 8 of the Statute of The Hague Conference on Private International Law (entered into force 15 July 1955): “§1: The Sessions and, in the interval between Sessions, the Council may set up Special Commissions to prepare draft Conventions or to study all questions of private international law which come within the purpose of the Conference.”
belong to the authorities in charge of the practical application of the convention concerned.

According to Article 8 of the Statute of the Hague Conference, the mission of the Special Commissions set up by the Council is: “to prepare draft Conventions or to study all questions of private international law which come within the purpose of the Conference”. As the definition of their mission is rather vague, it happens that some of them in fact play the role of an interpretative committee. For example, a Commission on the Service convention80 was set up in 2003 to examine the difficulties caused by the phrase “civil or commercial matters”, which defines the convention’s scope of application, and to determine whether or not the courts applied an autonomous interpretation of these terms.

This experience indicates that even if interpretation is not formally a mission of these commissions, they have actually rendered interpretative recommendations on certain conventions.

As for the effect of these recommendations, it must be recognized that they are not binding at first sight. Some Courts in Switzerland and Netherlands have, however, made references to these recommendations.81 There are academic discussions on the enforceability of recommendations issued by organs of international organizations when based upon a legal basis, such as the statute of the Hague Conference, for example. Some authors believe that even if it is soft law, these recommendations may bind these organizations’ Member States.82 But this issue is still controversial.

At least, from the point of view of the functions of law and its role in society, these recommendations can be considered a tool for collective action, thus producing cooperative international law.

It is now time to explore the statutes of international transport organizations to see if they contain provisions that could constitute a legal basis for the organization to adopt interpretative recommendations. Such mechanisms, though based on a legal instrument, will be characterized as “hidden” because the instrument in question was not designed for such a purpose.

2. Hidden interpretation mechanisms in transport conventions

From this perspective, both air and maritime transport organizations offer interesting prospects.

2.1 Air transport: ICAO

The ICAO is a United Nations specialized agency, established to manage the administration and governance of the Convention on International Civil Aviation. It is governed by the Chicago Convention of 7 December 1944.

---


82 On this discussion, see Deshayes, L’amélioration de l’application et de l’interprétation uniformes des conventions internationales relatives au contrat de transport (n 76).
Article 37 of this Convention provides a legal basis for the ICAO to adopt uniform “standards [and] methods” that, once adopted by the ICAO Council, become appendices to the Convention, thus acquiring the same legal status as the provisions of the Convention.

The ICJ, competent on the grounds of Article 84 of the Chicago Convention, has not had an opportunity to rule on the legal nature of these appendices. The French State Council (Conseil d’Etat) has considered that such appendices contained recommendations for State Parties to the Convention, but that they were not directly applicable before French courts.83

Even if in theory this provision confers law-making power on the organization, in practice it leads to the adoption of uniform technical standards and is not likely to be used to issue interpretative recommendations.

In this regard, the role of the legal committee is more relevant. It is composed of legal experts designated as representatives of and by Member States, and is open to the participation of all Member States and certain international organizations invited by the Council. This committee is an advisory body, as it may give advice to the Council and present recommendations on air transport issues.84 As the subject matter of such recommendations is not limited, it would seem that this committee is entitled to issue interpretative recommendations.

2.2 Maritime transport: IMO and CMI

In the field of maritime transport, two major organizations govern international conventions: the IMO and the Comité Maritime International (CMI).

The IMO is the United Nations specialized agency with responsibility for the safety and security of shipping and the prevention of marine pollution by ships. It was created by an international convention85 and has the legal nature of an international organization.

The CMI is a non-governmental not-for-profit international organization, the purpose of which is to contribute to the unification of maritime law in all its aspects. But the purpose of the CMI is more focused on “trade” conventions, mostly conventions governing maritime contracts. A statute called a “Constitution” also governs this organization.86

The analysis of both statutes shows that even if they do not include “hidden” interpretation bodies, some provisions could provide grounds for interpretative recommendations.

---


84 Art 8 of the Constitution of the Legal Committee, Assembly, Resolution A7-5.


THE IMO CONVENTION  According to Article 1 of the IMO Convention, the purposes of the Organization are:

- to encourage governmental co-operation on regulation and practices relating to technical matters regarding international trade shipping (a);
- to promote the adoption of maritime standards related to safety, efficiency of navigation and prevention and control of marine pollution (a);
- to eliminate discriminatory action and unnecessary restrictions by Governments affecting shipping engaged in international trade (b);
- to deal with unfair restrictive practices by shipping (c); marine environment (d)
- to develop exchange of information among Governments on such matters (e).

In order to achieve these missions, the organization is entitled to: “make recommendations upon matters arising under Article 1 (a), (b) and (c) that may be remitted to it by Members, by any organ or specialized agency of the United Nations or by any other intergovernmental organization or upon matters referred to it under Article 1 (d)” (Article 2a; emphasis added).

Article 11 of the Convention provides for its organs, including the Assembly and the Council. Among its various functions, set out in Article 15, the Assembly is entitled to perform the functions of the Organization (i) and to recommend to Members for adoption regulations and guidelines concerning the matters related to the Convention. The Council receives the reports, proposals and recommendations of the other organs of the Organization and transmits them to the Assembly with comments and recommendations (Article 21b).

Following this system, it is possible to imagine that the Assembly could issue recommendations regarding uniform application of the IMO conventions in the State Parties on the basis of reports issued by the other organs of the Organization and transmitted by the Council. Indeed, the phrasing of the Assembly’s missions is vague enough to allow the adoption of this type of interpretative recommendations.

THE CMI CONSTITUTION  According to Article 18 (c) of the Constitution, the Executive council is entitled to initiate works within the purpose of the Comité Maritime International and to establish working Groups to undertake such works.

The reports issued by these working groups may be referred to the Assembly as provided by Article 7f, possibly leading to the adoption of resolutions during an international conference (Article 20).

As the very purpose of the CMI is to contribute to the unification of maritime law, it seems rather obvious that issues related to uniform application of maritime law by State Parties fall within this scope. As a consequence, and even if interpretation as such is not mentioned among the functions of any organ of this Organization, here again the functions attributed to the Assembly and the Council allow both these organs to issue interpretative recommendations of conventions. It is possible that such guidance will not remain merely soft law, as resolutions that are binding on State Parties can be adopted.

As a temporary conclusion it can be noted that in these statutory conventions, the functions of several organs are described with such plasticity that these organs may be
able to issue interpretative recommendations that are likely to be followed by domestic courts applying the international conventions concerned.

But some transport conventions have no direct link with an international organization, which means other solutions must be found.

B. Solutions When There is No Parent Organization

If there is no parent organization, two solutions can be proposed. First, the creation of purely private interpretation bodies. Second, resorting to the UNCITRAL, whose mission includes any solution likely to improve uniform trade law.

1. Private initiatives: the CISG advisory council

Facing the lack of adequate remedies to tackle discrepancies in the interpretation of the Convention on international sales of goods, a group of academics put forth an initiative for an advisory council.

Despite the existence of a very wide system of databases coordinated by UNCITRAL providing domestic case law on the Convention (CLOUT), which should enhance the dissemination of case law related to the CISG, diverging interpretation of this Convention persists. That is why a group of scholars set up the advisory council (AC), which aims to: “promot[e] a uniform interpretation of the CISG”. The mechanism relies on a panel of famous scholars who are specialized in international sales’ law and deliver authoritative opinions on topics concerning the uniform application and interpretation of the CISG. The topics are chosen on the request of a third party or at the council’s initiative, which is mostly the case so far. But international organizations, professional associations and adjudication bodies may also submit requests. The council’s opinions have only persuasive value, but the authority of the experts comprising the panel is sufficient to ensure the opinions’ credibility.

However, it must be noted that the success of this enterprise remains limited. The opinions of the CISG-AC have been quoted in only a few courts’ decisions and seem to have been used only as additional support for the decision rather than as a legal ground.

---

Several events were organized for the 60th anniversary of the CMR. The first colloquium was held in France on the actual anniversary date, on the subject of identifying the discrepancies in the application of the convention by the domestic courts of the State Parties. A few remedies were also explored. During a second conference held in Rotterdam, I presented a paper on setting up a council for CMR issues that would be similar to the CISG Advisory Council. I will not go into detail here, but will touch on that paper’s main points.

The CISG-AC system is much more flexible than resorting to international courts, arbitration tribunals or even statutory committees. In addition, it appears to be transferable to several conventions, especially to the CMR. Even if domestic courts currently use the CISG-AC and disseminate its opinions in only very limited fashion, the fact remains that this Council can nevertheless serve as a model for transport conventions such as the CMR, for which there is no statutory body that can deliver interpretative recommendations. There is in fact no equivalent to the ICAO or the IMO/CMI in the field of carriage by road.

Provided such opinions are effectively disseminated among the courts of State Parties to a convention, I strongly believe that, in the long term, these opinions or recommendations could influence domestic case law. But the unofficial character of such an initiative still constitutes its weak point.

Apart from the creation of an effective international interpretative body, the initiative of issuing interpretative recommendations could come from the UN, and more specifically from UNCITRAL.

2. The United Nations, a supplementary “parent” organization

In cases where there is no specialized organization, there is one organization that could play this role of “parent organization” for all conventions related to transport: the United Nations, and, more specifically, the UNCITRAL.
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As announced on its website, this Commission constitutes “the core legal body of the United Nations system in the field of international trade law”. Such body, with universal membership, is specialized in commercial law reform as well as the modernization and harmonization of rules on international business. As the purpose of this commission is clearly focused on harmonization, the issues related to the application of uniform law certainly fall within its sphere of competence.

However, as it is not an international organization itself, there are not institutional provisions. Its 1966 “birth certificate” specifically states that one of its purposes is to “promote harmonization and unification of international trade law” and that “it should promote ways and means of ensuring a uniform interpretation and application of international conventions and uniform law in the field of international trade”. Moreover, its mandate also provides that UNICTRAL has the mission of “collecting and disseminating information on national legislation and modern legal developments, including case law, in the field of the law of international trade”.

This commission accomplishes its mission through specialized working groups in charge of the preparatory work on topics listed on UNICTRAL’s work programme. Working Group III comprised a session on international transport held between 2002 and 2008 whose major achievement was the Rotterdam Rules (UN Convention on contracts for the international carriage of goods wholly or partly by sea).

Despite its major mission in favour of harmonization, UNCITRAL has no legal power or legal body tasked with achieving uniform interpretation of conventions adopted under its auspices. As a specialized commission of the United Nations, the only bodies that can be used are the UN organs themselves. As I indicated earlier, however, even if some provisions might seem relevant, in practice resorting to the ICJ to solve interpretation discrepancies proves rather inefficient.

Other UN commissions, such as the regional commissions, could also be involved in such a process. The UNECE is a good example. Set up in 1947 by the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), this commission is one of the main UN bodies. UNECE’s major aim is to promote pan-European economic integration. The commission includes 56 Member States in Europe, North America and Asia and involves over 70 international professional organizations and other non-governmental organizations. The UNECE’s statute, called “terms of reference”, was elaborated by the ECOSOC.

This commission’s purposes include (Article 1(1)):

(b) Make or sponsor such investigations and studies of economic and technological problems of and developments within member countries of the Commission and within Europe generally as the Commission deems appropriate;

---
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(c) Undertake or sponsor the collection, evaluation and dissemination of such economic, technological and statistical information as the Commission deems appropriate.

In addition, Article 1(4) of the terms of reference provides that:

The Commission is empowered to make recommendations on any matter within its competence directly to its member Governments, Governments admitted in a consultative capacity under paragraph 8 below, and the specialized agencies concerned. The Commission shall submit for the Council’s prior consideration any of its proposals for activities that would have important effects on the economy of the world as a whole. (Emphasis added)

On the basis of such provisions, it would be possible for the UNECE to issue interpretative recommendations for Member States and specialized agencies. Effectiveness of these recommendations to Member States could be ensured, provided these States develop an adequate system of information and publicity for their courts. On the contrary, however, recommendations addressed to specialized agencies encounter the same limits already discussed. Relying on this regional commission could be useful to a certain extent for regional conventions such as the CMR or the COTIF-CIM, as both conventions were adopted with the involvement of UNECE.

V. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this chapter was to discuss whether solutions can be found to create specialized interpretation bodies competent to issue uniform interpretative recommendations for domestic courts to use when applying international transport conventions. I have shown that whether such conventions are linked to a parent organization or not, several legal tools exist to enable the adoption of interpretative recommendations. From a legal point of view, such recommendations may not be binding on State Parties to these conventions or on their domestic courts. However, a considerable advantage for the improvement of uniform interpretation could be gained from disseminating and publicizing them.

Improving uniform application and interpretation of international transport conventions supposes first that the decisions issued by national courts are properly collected on a common basis and indexed by official national organizations that can ensure proper dissemination of such decisions. And second, it requires the creation of interpretative committees within specific international organizations or a general committee under the auspices of the UNCITRAL or other UN bodies.

The tools exist. What is needed is the political impetus to encourage such a movement within international organizations or to fund academic initiatives such as the CISG-AC.

My personal preference is for the private academic initiative, even though I must admit that its lack of a legal basis is a serious weakness. However, such councils have
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the advantage of intellectual independence from States and businesses, which enables them to deliver opinions free from political or economic influences. Of course, the question of how to determine the appropriate composition of the panel of experts remains unsolved. But the success of such initiatives relies on the neutrality and degree of expertise of the panel, which must be sufficient to guarantee professionalism. But above all, setting up such councils would be much easier than trying to go through the cumbersome process required to obtain a result from an international organization.